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About This Game

Meet the continuation of the hardcore platformer Project: R.E.B.O.O.T!
You have to play for the intelligent robot, created by the best scientists for the annual tournament "Project: R.E.B.O.O.T".

The best minds from all the planets are programming their robots each year, which must pass 30 challenging levels, equipped
with deadly traps and various obstacles.

In the game you expect sea hardcore and fun, as well as new, unique locations and a variety of levels.
Also do not forget that your main goal to reach the end and prove to everyone that you are the best!
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This is not a GAME, this is a GAYme. Weird there are not reviews so far. This bundle gives you a great discount comparing
usual patron price so only problem here is if you are sure you are going to play this game for year, opening it every day to at
least get your key - which is one of most valuable things patron status will give you. Additional AP\/SP is real handy for new
players but then is real handy for people doing Dark Agartha daily. And you get it with what, 75% of full price if I count right.
(for cheap countries even less, real steal)
Cool outfits and sprint are neat bonus.. My profil is now sick because of these achievement, worth the price for me !. Fun little
FPS/Survival game. Controller support need a little work. So Far no hiccups in game play.. This was a good improvement over
the Port Royal games and Patrician series. smooth running and intuative trading system. I didn't like that the DLC wasn't
available for the campaign, only in a free play. If you like trading games this is worth a buy.. A good short experience.
Something you can show your friends and family if they want to try VR.. Game is ok for its price. Got all achievements within
10 hours, nothing more to squeeze out of it.

Pro's:

- nice graphics
- heroes involved on battlefied
- price

Con's:

- short-lived, 24 levels done in ~10 mins each, double that if you do levels a second time in hard mode after finishing normal
- too easy (only very few levels required several tries)
- not all too much variety in units. tried to start game and couldnt get past the begining screen where it alows you to create a new
game gets stuck on a black screen with title screen music. Things I like:
1. You can customize your own "Gear".
2. Weapon and body parts with different attributes.

Things I dislike:
1. AI always attemp suicide.
2. Lack of variety in combat.
3. Combat is not smooth.
4. Enemy is always the same.
5. Annoying and repeating mission (especially Rank A mission "Reinforcement?").
6. Hard to develop your own style.
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Good little short video, not much more to it than that.
No interaction, abe on the run could be good as a game.. A smart bullet-hell/shoot 'em up. A must buy for Ikaruga fans!. Loved
playing this alone in the dark and even better when scaring friends.
A solid VR experience. Probably the most realistic horror experience for Vive.
Story, gameplay, graphics are very immsersive!
Very happy to see something of this high quality coming from an indie studio in Germany.
Looking forward to the next chapter. Highly recommended!
. Its a game in Alpha and is getting better with each patch. The Devs are working with the people so i think this game has
potential.. DO NOT BUY this game is pretty much unplayable. No matter what you do this frame rate is horrific. It jumps and
sputters around regardless of your computer or settings. Couldn't do a damn thing.. very frustating, you can lose all items and
crafting materials with one dead, if you cant recover your box (or the game crash after dead). would be beter if you can connet
your facebook acount so we can use it in the steam version you have loge enought to do it. Too slow. The whole game feels
soooo slow

While the graphics aint bad, this was supposed to be an isometric shooter with fast action and mobs but instead you can feel
yourself crawling on each level, the same formula, different enemies and instead of fast action (like zombie shooter or other
similar titles) this one moves so... damn... slowly!

The controls are awful, why limit yourself to move only with the mouse? You can only use WASD to do a quick dodge and the
wait for it to reload, htis is so damn unnecesary, if you where to move with WASD and just aim with the mouse this would
become so much simpler.

Its such a task of a game that is not worth it.
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